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Collaboration  
 

The Headteachers of Horley have continued to work collaboratively to improve outcomes and life 
chances for the young people of Horley, as part of the Horley Learning Partnership. We are so 
lucky to have so many great schools in our area for our parents and pupils to choose from and 
with staff working so closely together. Together we  organise events and run a range of projects 
including: 
 Visiting speakers 
 Sporting and cultural events 
 Cross school assessment and moderation sessions 
 Support and training for Newly Qualified Teachers 
 Senior and Middle Leadership courses 
 Subject Leader networks 
This newsletter is a celebration of the work undertaken by the group this year.  
 

Horley Headteachers Join National Call For More Funding 
 

In April, every one of the ten schools that make up the HLP wrote to parents asking them to 
lobby our local MP, Sam Gyimah, on the issue of reduced school funding. Sam Gyimah 
subsequently agreed to meet Horley heads in an hour-long meeting at Oakwood School. He 
listened carefully to the concerns expressed and agreed that school budgets were a big concern. 
Following this meeting, Sam Gyimah’s office have been in touch by email with the following:  
 

Sam has asked me to send you a quick email 
updating you on the meetings we discussed 
when you met with him in the Spring. Due to 
diary pressures on all sides, it has been difficult 
to fix in a meeting, however Sam will be 
meeting with Nick Gibb MP, Minister for 
Schools on Monday to discuss the issues raised 
when you met.  
 

Sam will also be writing to the new Chancellor 
& Chief Secretary to the Treasury (once we 
know who they are) post leadership election 
requesting meetings to discuss the funding shortfall schools are facing whilst waiting for the NPFF to come 
into force and if any additional money can be found in the interim. 
 

Sam also met with Cllr Tim Oliver, Leader of SCC last week and raised the issues of SEND Funding and will 
be following this up with him formally.  
 

We hope are hopeful that our HLP voice adds to the growing pressure on government to fund 
education properly. Watch this space!  
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Inspirational Speakers  

Claire Lomas MBE  

On 4th September, staff from across the HLP staff gathered in Oakwood’s School 
Hall to hear Claire Lomas speak. A freak accident left Claire paralysed from the 
chest down, but she was determined not to give up. She made worldwide 
headlines in 2012 when completing the London Marathon in a pioneering 
robotic suit taking 17 days and lit the Paralympic cauldron for London 2012. 
Claire spoke about the split second that changed her life and candidly described 
the darkest times. This was combined with humour which helped Claire get 
through some embarrassing moments that her injury has caused. She 
demonstrated the robotic suit pictured to the right and we were in awe that she 
managed 26.2 miles in the streets of London when she couldn’t even feel the 
ground beneath her. 
 

Claire talked about the gradual process of turning her situation around, and surprisingly how the five best days of 
her life have all been after her devastating injury. She described the turning point which was when she stopped 
thinking of everything she could no longer do, and instead the many things she could still do. Claire challenged us to 
raise our sights and to be the best we can be.  
 

Her message was, “Whether you believe you can or whether you believe you can’t - you are right”.  This was a 
truly inspirational message that set just the right tone for the start of this new academic year.  
 

 

Sir John Jones  
Back by popular demand, was Sir John Jones. We first heard Sir John speak in 
September 2016, inspiring us all to be “magic-weavers”. He returned in March this 
year to inspire us again.   
 

Sir John is one of a small and select band of educational professionals in the UK who 
have not only had their achievements recognised in the New Year’s Honours List, but 
who are also able to inspire others with their outstanding knowledge, passion and 
enthusiasm. Knighted in 2003 for his services to education, Sir John worked most of 
his professional life in challenging schools across the North West of England, his last 
post being the head-teacher of a large secondary school in Merseyside. 
His achievements and reputation for straight talking, leadership and creativity led 
him to be invited onto various organisations, panels and think tanks.  His message 
was, as always, inspiring. “John had us laughing and crying and reached into our 
hearts and minds like no other keynote speaker I’ve known,” said one member of the 
audience. 

 

 

INSET? Are you having a laugh?   
In February, many of the HLP schools joined together at Reigate Baptist Church for our annual joint HLP INSET. This 
year, we were entertained and educated by Stephanie Davies of 
‘Laughology’ who helped us reflect on the importance of having fun and 
enjoying a bit of laughter in our schools. Stephanie cleverly used 
psychology-based research to help everyone understand the science 
behind the subjects she addressed throughout her talk. However, at no 
point did this feel too heavy a subject matter for a Friday before half-term. 
By the end of the morning, any stress that we had at the start of the day 
had pretty much evaporated away. 
 

http://www.laughology.co.uk/
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Assessment Group 
 

All of the Horley Learning Partnership schools are involved in the Assessment Leader 
group.  We meet termly and work to a similar agenda as previous years, including: 

 Discussions around statutory assessment, updates and national developments. 

 Sharing of educational initiatives, new assessment systems or processes schools 

are finding effective. 

 Planning work across the schools for the year ahead, including termly joint staff 

meetings and moderation sessions. 
 

HLP Joint Staff Meetings – Making Confident Judgments  

The joint staff meetings provide valuable opportunities for schools in Horley to share good practice, resources and 
ideas in order to make confident judgements in writing. Following on from the success of creating the HLP writing 
portfolio, assessment leaders wanted all staff to acknowledge the ‘end goal’ for writing in their current year group 
and to discuss the essential ‘ingredients’ needed in order to reach this end of year expectation. Throughout the 
meetings, there has been a strong emphasis on vocabulary and teachers had the opportunity to share good practice 
in this area.  
 

During moderation meetings, teachers were encouraged to respectfully discuss and challenge the evidence 
presented and provide some useful feedback to colleagues regarding how to move the child’s learning on. The final 
staff meeting was an opportunity to have borderline expected standard and greater depth decisions ratified. 
Teachers have reported that they, found the sharing of ideas “positive” and that they “found the sessions useful as it 
is good to get feedback from colleagues.” 
  
We hope to run similar sessions next year to build on the good foundations we have in place for cross-school 
moderation.  
 

Assessment Sub-Groups 
Throughout the year,  sub-groups for English,  Maths and Early Years, consisting of the subject leaders from each 
school, met to share best practice. In May, the EYFS staff got together and discussed the non-negotiables linked to 
Exceeding Statements for writing. Everyone agreed that working together collaboratively in this way was really 
useful.  
 
 

Computing Network Meetings 
 

The HLP Computing Leaders meetings has been a great success this year and 
many schools have attended during the year. We have discussed a number of 
things including online safety, schemes of work, assessment of computing, the 
support we have in school from IT companies and have shared excellent 
resource ideas.  
 

It has been good to magpie ideas with from another and also share information 
about training that we have attended to extend our expertise in our subject 
leader roles. The network meetings have been a fantastic opportunity to share 
ideas with one another and build on relationships to feel a sense of community by different schools hosting the 
meetings. 
 

Thank you very much Computing Leads for all your help and continued support in making it a success!  
 

The meetings will be continuing in the next academic year and we look forward to more schools joining us.  
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Developing Leadership across the Partnership 
Once again, staff from across the HLP had the opportunity to work with Tim Tatham and Dave Cole on Middle and 
Senior Leader training. It was super to hear the Middle Leaders explain how they had benefitted from the 
programme and there were some common themes; participants were confident in articulating: 

 The difference between leadership and management, and how they could use both sets of skills effectively 

 Their personal capabilities and characteristics and how that knowledge enables them to impact on others 

 The key elements of effective learning and teaching and how they achieve them in their area(s) of 
responsibility 

 Their responsibilities as leaders and how they make the most of their roles 

In many ways the feedback from Senior Leaders was similar; as a result of the programme participants now feel: 
proactive, passionate, adaptable, creative, open, resilient, self-aware, clear-sighted, effective role models, risk 
takers and strategic thinkers.  
 
Participants have articulated the value of the courses below… 
 

Di  Stockham - I feel that being part of the senior leadership course has developed me greatly as a leader. One of my 
areas I know I needed to develop was to be more strategic, and with all the strategies and support that I was given, 
not only from Tim but from my coach, that I am on the road to achieving this. I have grown in confidence and feel 
like I have become more of a role model since starting the course. Having a mix of primary and secondary has been 
invaluable as you begin to understand how you need to use those different strategies in different environments.  
 

Skye Clarke - It was really valuable working with Tim and Dave on leadership styles. I loved sharing with other 
colleagues and discussing how I am working with and through others in my project I loved it. 
 

Lucy Jones - I was unexpectedly sent onto this course, with very little notice, and I mean it when I say... it has 
transformed me from an absolute imposter to a trusted, respected and driven maker of change. I have more 
confidence, self-belief and I have taken part in things I had once feared. All 11 other participants made it memorable 
and it was a brilliant environment to learn and grown within. 
 

Rachel Martin - I did the Senior Leaders course this year. I really enjoyed how the course built upon the Middle 
Leaders skills, without repeating the content. The combination of theories, models and practical strategies opened 
my eyes to different aspects of Senior Leadership and how it differs to Middle Leadership. I feel more equipped now 
to fulfil the role of a Senior Leader as this course has given me a tool-kit/study pack of useful information that I can 
refer to when needed. I also really enjoyed the Quartets – the opportunity to visit other schools and view their 
practice is always beneficial, but the conversations we had were constructive too.  

 

Year 6 into 7 Transition  
 

At Oakwood we have been working with our feeder schools for a number of months, working towards a smooth 
transition from KS2 to KS3. We feel that doing this will enhance the student’s opportunities at Oakwood to thrive. 
Our Taster day was on 2nd July and was an excellent day, it was lovely to see the 300 students that will be joining us 
in September, I am already so proud of each and every individual.  The purpose of Taster day is to support students 
in getting a better understanding of how the school works as well as being familiar with the environment. The buzz 
in Year 6 was fantastic all students thoroughly enjoyed the day which puts us in good stead for 
September!  Charlwood Primary School Year 5 students also joined us for a tour of the building and to see some of 
the Year 6’s enjoying their Transition Day.  In the evening we welcomed the parents to the school which gave them 
the opportunity to meet with key staff to help in building a positive home to school relationship which is the 
foundation of support for the students. It was lovely to see so many parents join us for the evening.  
I very much look forward to welcoming the students back in September. 
 

 

Miss A Rogers, Year Group Leader 7 Oakwood School 
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Looking Ahead - Transition from a Yr 5 Perspective 
 

On Thursday 4th July and on Friday 5th July, Year 5 were invited to Oakwood for a tour. This is to prepare us well in 
advance for when we go there after year 6. When we arrived, we went into the hall for a welcome meeting and then 
we were split into two groups. I was in Mr Easlick’s group. He first showed us the science block. Those of us who 
were scared of heights, had to face our fears to climb to the fifth floor, but on the way, we saw two classrooms in 
action and then we could see the amazing view! After a long walk back down the stairs, he showed us the D&T 
block. The first room had a miniature model of Horley and a lot of computers. The next two rooms were for wood-
work. After that we visited the cooking classroom – the smell of food made us all hungry. In here, we were 
introduced to the 7Cs: challenge, courtesy, communication, community, consistency, clarity, collegiality and we 
were challenged to remember then in order to get a treat at the end! We then visited student services, art and 
many other classrooms. It was great to see the field – we are lucky that we do our PE lessons on this field so it was 
interesting to see it from the Oakwood side. Soon the tour came to an end. We went back to the hall for a question 
and answer session. We then were given an ice-lolly to eat. Unfortunately, we soon had to return, but many of us 
are looking forward to hopefully visiting again in the future. 
 

By Poppy H -  Year 5 Langshott Primary School 
 

Years 5 & 6 Pupils Visit The Junior Citizen Event 
 

The Reigate and Banstead Junior Citizen is a multi-agency project that provides an interactive method of teaching 
children to become more aware of their personal safety, learning how to react to dangerous situations and gain 
knowledge that can be carried into the wider community and used in their everyday lives.  
 

As our older children prepare to transition to secondary school and are likely to start travelling alone for the first 
time and possibly face a greater exposure to issues such as social media and drugs, it’s a crucial point in their 
education to learn about the risks they may face.  
 

In March, Years 5 and 6 from across the area were invited to the Surrey Fire and Rescue Headquarters to experience 
a number of scenarios, alongside the Police, Transport Police, Fire Service, School Nurse Team, RNLI and Hope UK, 
such as:  

 Personal Safety (avoiding hazardous situations, on-line safety, hate crime, water safety, etc.). 

 Transport Safety (practicing basic road and rail safety rules and procedures). 

 Health Issues (raising awareness of peer pressure, healthy living and the dangers of drugs, alcohol and 
tobacco). 

 Fire Safety (raising awareness of where and how fires start, the possible results and what to do in specific 
situations). 

 Home Safety (raising awareness of potentially dangerous appliances, items, substances and situations 
around the home). 

 Anti-social Behaviour, Graffiti and Vandalism (an introduction and discussion on the meaning of criminal 
damage and how this impacts on people and surroundings). 

 

During the sessions the children were placed into teams and participated in a variety of staged events and in each 
scenario pupils had to make decisions about safety matters and the best course of action.  The day provided the 
pupils with a fun opportunity to learn how to deal with different types of dangers, as well as to get to know their 
local emergency services.  Many were surprised to learn that they could be arrested at the age of 10!  Even the 
adults learnt a few things – your home insurance may be compromised if a house fire starts due to you running the 
dishwasher or washing machine at night! 
 

The interactive nature of the day helped the key messages to stick, with the children still reciting ‘if in doubt bin it’ 
and ‘get out of the smoke so you don’t choke’ on the coaches back to school!   
 
It was lovely to watch the children having such a good time and, of course, learning vital safety messages.      
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Spelling Bee  
 

The HLP Spelling Bee returned with a bang for its 
third year running! This year we had the most 
amount of pupils we have ever seen as Year 8 
pupils joined and with so many growing schools in 
Horley, we had fifty children in total. All the 
adults involved were astounded by the 
confidence of the children – they were a credit to 
each school. The children completed a variety of 
spelling activities including word-searches, 
boggle, word scrambles and the spelling rounds 
themselves, the results and total scores were as 
follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Many congratulations to all who took part and thank you to Horley Infant School for organising and hosting this very 
popular annual event.  
 

 Year 2 Year 4 Year 6 Year 8 

1st 
Trinity Oaks 

(332) 
Langshott  

(429) 
Burstow 

(483) 
Shakespeare 

(467) 

2nd 
Horley Infants 

(305) 
Manorfield 

(379) 
Meath Green Junior 

(452) 
Brunel 
(462) 

3rd 
Langshott 

(303) 
Meath Green Junior 

(378) 
Manorfield 

(417) 
Newton 

(443) 

4th 
Manorfield 

(300) 
Burstow 

(342) 
Charlwood 

(410) 
Austen 
(435) 

5th 
Meath Green Infant 

(275) 
Trinity Oaks 

(337) 
Yattendon 

(409) 
Nightingale 

(398) 

6th 
Burstow  

(228) 
Yattendon 

(280) 
Langshott 

(389) 
 

7th 
Charlwood 

(186) 
Charlwood 

(167) 
  

Surrey Arts Instrumental Learning Scheme 
The Instrumental Learning scheme began at the end of September 2018 with 8 schools in Horley taking part. 4 
schools learnt trumpets and trombones and 4 schools were taught TooTs, DooDs and J-Saxes, training instruments 
for flutes, clarinets and saxophones. There were places for 10 children from each school. 
 
Each school contributed to the cost of the scheme, either with or without contributions from parents.  Surrey Arts 
bought the instruments and the rest was funded through a grant from the Pilgrim Band Trust and the support of the 
Horley Learning Partnership. Each school had a teacher for an hour every Monday. The teachers then organised and 
ran a whole orchestra session at Oakwood from 4pm, to which all pupils were welcome.  
 
The scheme has been highly successful with pupils learning to play their instruments and really enjoying the band 
session at Oakwood after school. The added bonus of this is that they are meeting children from other schools in the 
HLP and making friends. Concerts have been given at the end of each term. 
 
In June, some of the children got together for a whole day and performed a short concert in 5 schools across Horley. 
This was enjoyable for those learning, but also inspirational for those who may wish to learn an instrument in the 
future. 
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From September 2019, these children have 
been offered continued lessons at their 
schools. These are not supported by funding 
from the Pilgrim Band Trust, but parents 
should feel more confident about the 
investment now they have seen how much 
their child has enjoyed learning. The exact 
percentage continuing is as yet unknown. 
Pupils will move onto ‘proper’ instruments, 
which they can either hire from Surrey Arts 
quite cheaply or purchase themselves. Group 
lessons are reasonably priced by Surrey Arts. 
 
Now that we have music lessons taking place in 
all the Horley schools, any child can apply for 
music lessons whether they are involved in the 
project or not.  Full details from 
www.surreymusichub.com   
 
The HLP Music Hub is in the process of recruiting a new set of children for September 2019. The scheme will once 
again be generously supported by the Pilgrim Band Trust. The same plastic instruments will be used, so no further 
investment is necessary. A new timetable has been sent to all schools.  
 
In summary, this scheme has been a great success which we hope will continue for years to come, enriching the 
lives of all who take part and all who hear them. 
 
Feedback from a parent: 
I have nothing but praise for the scheme and the way it has been structured, organised and run. Everyone involved 
has done so well and I know my son has really enjoyed it. The progress he has made has really surprised me. I’ve also 
been impressed with the progress made by the other children as seen in their mini concerts.  
We feel really lucky to have been able to take  part and hope we can continue the lessons in the future. The cost is 
incredibly reasonable and I myself would have been happy to pay more for it. We found it incredibly valuable and 
would recommend it to other parents and pupils without fail.  
 

Ginette Nye, Meath Green Junior School  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.surreymusichub.com/
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Star Struck!  
 

 

On Wednesday 27th March, Year 5 pupils from across the HLP 
were invited to Oakwood School to see their production of 
Peter Pan. It was exciting as it was the first time visiting 
Oakwood for many of the pupils.  
 

Bradley from Langshott Primary School said, 
 

 “I loved it! Thank you Oakwood! I couldn’t decide on a 
favourite character in the play, as they were all excellent. One 
of parts I did enjoy was when Peter Pan was trying to attach 
his shadow back on – it was very funny!  
 
Jessica said,  
 

“I would give the production a 5 star rating (as many of my 
friends agree!). It was particularly good because the set and all 
the costumes were made by pupils at Oakwood. I would 
definitely recommend seeing Oakwood’s production next year 
– big congratulations to everyone who took part. It was great.” 
  

Summer Art Exhibition 
 

For the last two years the Horley Learning Partnership has collaborated to exhibit 
students' artwork from across the age range covered by the schools.  There is no 
theme or constraint on the type of work or age of students.  The exhibition simply 
sets out to celebrate the creativity of our students. 
 
This year work was exhibited by GCSE Art, Photography and Design Technology 
students from Oakwood and students from Yattendon School, Meath Green Junior, 
Meath Green Infants, Langshott Primary School, Trinity Oaks, Manorfield School and 
Charlwood School. 
 
The Exhibition was open to the public and parents and both rooms were packed for 
the private viewing and opening.  This year for the first time we were able to host 
visiting groups of students from Trinity Oaks who toured the exhibition during the school day. 
Plans are underway for next year’s exhibition and we are hoping to start a Horley Art Network using the contacts we 
have made through the exhibition.     

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.carolinatix.org%2Fevents%2Fdetail%2Fpeter-pan-jr&psig=AOvVaw1VTQpCHqsp0BtNlaK6hi91&ust=1563448358427741
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Below are examples of some of the magnificent work on display. 
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HLP Sporting Opportunities  
It has been another successful year for the Horley School Sports Association KS1 and KS2 pupils. Throughout the 

year, all of the HLP Schools have participated in a KS1 or KS2 event. 

Key Stage 1 pupils started the year enjoying multi skill competitions at Oakwood School. There were 3 competitions 

which followed the new Active Surrey format for Higher, Aspire and Inspire groups. This enabled pupils of all 

sporting experience to enjoy competitive sport.  Later on in the year KS1 pupils also enjoyed football tournaments, 

rounders and athletics. Unfortunately, weather conditions prevented the cross-country race taking place ~ even 

though it was June! 

KS1 Multi-Skills  
The HLP Key Stage 1 pupils have had another exciting year competing at 
the Key Stage 1 Multi Skill competitions at Oakwood School. There have 
been 4 competitions this year for our Year 1 and Year 2 pupils. At some 
point in the year every HLP school has taken part. These events have been 
brilliantly supported by our Key Stage 2 Young Sports Leaders from 
Langshott, Yattendon and Meath Green Junior School. They have done a 
brilliant job leading each activity and are clearly very capable leaders! It 
was a hard fought championship!. 
 
KS1 Football 
Working with the HSSA, Meath Green Infant School hosted schools from the HLP to take part in two successful 
football tournaments this year. Both Year One and Year Two children 
across the partnership enjoyed the opportunity to play competitive 
matches against each other in a round robin format. The two events were 
very well attended and the children demonstrated what amazing talent 
there is in Horley. Above all, the children boasted a range of skills that 
they can apply in the daily lives; teamwork, resilience, perseverance and 
determination. All children showed great respect to our fantastic 
volunteer referees from Yattendon School. Thank you so much for all your 
support. We are looking forward to hosting more events next year!  
 

Year 2 Rounders Tournament 
On Thursday 20th June, a team of Year 2 children attended the Horley Learning Partnership annual rounders 
competition. After so much rain in June, thankfully, the weather was kind to us and the match could go ahead. We 
saw some great batting and fielding but, even more importantly, everyone had a great time and showed a great 
team spirit. Well done Year 2.  
 

Key Stage 2 pupils have also enjoyed a packed calendar with the following tournaments and competitions taking 
place: 

 Cross Country Running 

 Quick Sticks Hockey 

 Boys football 

 Girls football 

 Rounders 

 Kwik Cricket 

 Tag Rugby 

 Netball 

 District Sports 
 

A big thank you to Yattendon, Meath Green Infants, Burstow, Manorfield and Oakwood who have kindly hosted 

these events during the school day and after school. 
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The sports schedule finished on Friday 12th July with District Sports at K2. This year HSSA introduced a Small Schools 

Shield which enabled the smaller schools in Horley to compete on a more even field. There was a first this year with 

Yattendon Junior School and Meath Green Junior School tying for the Big Schools Shield, with Langshott Primary a 

close runner up. Charlwood Village Primary School were the first winners of the Small Schools Shield. 

This year we say good-bye to Sam Stewart from Yattendon who has been Chairman of the Horley Schools Sports 

Association. He has been an excellent Chair who has enabled pupils of HLP schools to have very full and fair sporting 

calendar. Thank you Sam for all your hard work, the HLP PE Leaders will miss you but wish you all the very best for 

the future! 

A big thank you also needs to go to the PE Leaders across all the schools for the hard work and dedication which 

they show to enable PE and sport to be high quality throughout the HLP schools. 

 

 
 

Thank you to all the contributors from across the HLP who enabled this Newsletter to come together. 
 

Have a wonderful summer break everyone! 

 

 

 

 


